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for example, branch surface area controls woody gas exchange. Yet, due to measurement difficulty, branch architecture of small diameter branches (e.g. <10 cm ∅)
is modelled, subsampled or ignored. Methods that use terrestrial laser scanning
(TLS) are now being widely applied to analyse tree and plot-level tree architecture;
however, resolving small diameter branches in-situ remains a challenge.
2. Currently, it is suggested that accurate reconstruction of small diameter branches
can only be achieved by harvest and measurement in controlled conditions. Here
we present a new TLS workflow for rapid and accurate reconstruction of complete branch architecture from harvested branches. The workflow sets out scan
configuration, post-processing (including a novel reflectance filter) and fitting of
quantitative structure models (QSM) to reconstruct topologically coherent branch
models. This is demonstrated on 595 branches (scanned indoors to negate the
impact of wind) and compared with 65 branches that were manually measured (i.e.
with measuring tape and callipers).
3. Comparison of a suite of morphological and topological traits reveals a good
agreement between TLS-derived metrics and manual measurements where RMSE
(%RMSE) for total branch length = 0.7 m (10%), volume = 0.09 L (43%), surface

area = 0.04 m2 (26%) and N tips = 6.4 (35%). Scanning was faster and invariant
to branch size compared with manual measurements which required significantly
more personnel time. We recommend measuring a subsample of tip widths to
constrain the QSM taper function as the TLS workflow tends to overestimate tip
width.
4. The workflow presented here allows for a rapid characterisation of branch architecture from harvested branches. Increasing the number of branches analysed
(e.g. many branches from a single tree or branches from many species globally)
could allow for a comprehensive analysis of the ‘missing link’ between the leaves
and larger diameter branches.

This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits use, distribution and reproduction in any medium,
provided the original work is properly cited.
© 2021 The Authors. Methods in Ecology and Evolution published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd on behalf of British Ecological Society
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1 | I NTRO D U C TI O N

a point cloud) of an area of interest. TLS methods have been used
to measure tree and forest biophysical traits, including volume and

Tree architecture is the 3D spatial arrangement, morphology and

biomass (Calders et al., 2015), branching topology and scaling ex-

topology of a tree’s leaves, branches and stem (Barthélémy &

ponents (Lau et al., 2018, 2019; Martin-Ducup et al., 2020), leaf-

Caraglio, 2007; Valladares & Lo Niinemets, 2007). An individual

level traits (Boni Vicari et al., 2019) and many others (see review by

tree’s architecture is the product of its encoded genome during

Calders et al., 2020).

ontogeny, resulting from both evolutionary and ecological trade-

However, using TLS to measure small diameter branching ar-

offs between light capture, water transportation and mechanical

chitecture (e.g. <10 cm ∅; Lau et al., 2019; Martin-D ucup et al.,

self-support. Tree architecture is typically measured manually, for

2020) of a tree in-situ still remains a challenge, particularly for

example, with a measuring tape and callipers, either in-situ (Sillett

large trees or in dense evergreen forests, that is, the tropics.

et al., 2015) or after destructive harvest (Bentley et al., 2013;

Factors including occlusion, laser beam divergence, wind effects,

MacFarlane & Kane, 2017; Smith et al., 2014); both are laborious,

liana infestation and under sampling preclude accurate character-

time-consuming and sometimes dangerous tasks (Smith et al.,

isation, particularly towards the top of the canopy (Wilkes et al.,

2014). In particular, characterising the architecture of small diam-

2017). This, in turn, can lead to a miss-c haracterisation of branch

eter woody components is difficult given their often non-t rivial

architecture as adjacent branches are either aggregated or ig-

complexity and in-situ location many metres above the forest

nored. When Lau et al. (2019) compared scanned and manually

floor. This has resulted in traits of higher-order branching being

measured branches, TLS methods were only able to reconstruct

modelled, subsampled or ignored (Lau et al., 2018; Sillett et al.,

56% of branches with a radius of 5–15 cm. In all but the most ideal

2015). Capturing and quantifying the architecture of the ‘missing

circumstance, for example, isolated, low stature trees (Calders

link’ between larger diameter branches and leaves is key to under-

et al., 2015; Raumonen et al., 2013) and branch harvesting, re-

standing whole tree function, for example, gas exchange and sur-

mains the only viable option.

face area allometry (Chambers et al., 2004), intra-c anopy response

The capability of TLS methods to accurately scan and recon-

to light environments (Barthélémy & Caraglio, 2007) or divergence

struct harvested branches has been tested previously. For example,

from theoretical predictions of crown architecture (Bentley et al.,

Cheng et al. (2007) scanned branches from a single position using

2013).

computer vision techniques to derive branch topology; Keightley

Sensor-based methods to capture 3D information of smaller

and Bawden (2010) mounted grapevines on a rotating platform

objects (i.e. centimetre to decimetre scale) have been developed

to capture scans from different viewpoints with the aim of recon-

for a number of disciplines, including agronomy, ecology, industry,

structing volume and del Campo-Sanchez et al. (2019) scanned

cultural heritage, medicine and criminal investigation (Calders et al.,

grapevines in-situ again to estimate volume as a proxy for vigour.

2019; Rahman et al., 2017; Sansoni et al., 2009). Capturing complex

Presented here is a scanning and post-processing workflow that is

3D plant structure has been demonstrated using techniques such

rapid, scalable, transportable to remote areas and is capable of re-

as stereo vision, structure from motion (SfM) (Iglhaut et al., 2019;

constructing whole branch architecture to the branch tip. In all, 595

Moriondo et al., 2016), structured light (Nguyen et al., 2015) and

branches were scanned and reconstructed using this method; the

X-ray tomography (Dutagaci et al., 2020). These techniques allow

full architecture of 65 branches were measured manually and ana-

for a larger sample size without the need for subsampling (i.e. whole

logue metrics were compared.

branch architecture) and can generate a suite of quantitative measurements. However, these techniques often require controlled laboratory or photo studio conditions and/or large pieces of specialist
equipment that make them less ideal for capturing data in remote
areas, such as forests.

2 | M ATE R I A L S A N D M E TH O DS
2.1 | Locations

Terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) methods have also shown great
promise for capturing tree and branch architecture (Disney, 2019;

Branches were harvested from 12 forest plots in Malaysian Borneo,

Malhi et al., 2018). TLS instruments use a laser range finder to mea-

Queensland, Australia and Mato Grosso, Brazil between July 2018

sure the distance along with azimuth and zenith angles of an inter-

and August 2019 (Table 1). All plots are located in the tropics and

cepting surface, for example, ground, wood and leaf, in relation to

cover a range of forest types from savanna (Cerrado) to upland

the instrument. Scanning across a panorama or hemisphere, TLS

rainforest. The Malaysian and Brazilian plots are part of the Global

instruments can quickly construct a dense 3D representation (i.e.

Ecosystem Monitoring (GEM) network (Malhi et al., 2021) and the
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TA B L E 1 Description of plots and number of branches measured. Country codes are Australia (AUS), Brazil (BRA) and Malaysia
(MAL). Pole refers to either a pole-lopper or a pole with a snagging hook, B&A refers to a bow and arrow. ‘Full’ refers to complete manual
measurement of branch architecture whereas ‘Tips’ refers to measurement of a subsample (N = 5) of tip-widths, see Section 2.5 for more
details
Plot

Country

Forest type

Harvest method

Scanned

Manually measured
Full

Tips

AEP02

AUS

Complex Notophyll Vine Forest

B&A or pole

18

0

15

BEK01

AUS

Upland rainforest refugia

B&A or pole

14

0

12

CBN02

MAL

Tropical rain forest

Climber

32

19

0

CRP01

BRA

Cerradão

Pole

9

1

7

CRP02

BRA

Cerradão

Pole

12

0

9

DRO01

AUS

Complex Notophyll Vine Forest

Canopy Crane

84

0

72

MLA01

MAL

Tropical rain forest

Climber

78

18

0

NXV01

BRA

Cerrado tipico

Pole

113

2

77

NXV02

BRA

Cerrado rupestre

Pole

61

3

50

SAF03

MAL

Tropical rain forest; moderately logged

Climber

104

31

0

SAF05

MAL

Tropical rain forest; heavily logged

Climber

20

21

0

VCR02

BRA

Semi-deciduous forest

Pole

50

4

24

F I G U R E 1 Scan set up used for the
Nova Xavantina campaign, Brazil (July
2019). (a) the scanner and branches in
position, (b) a plan view of a point cloud
where the branches (brown), buckets
(green) and fiducial markers (grey) are
visible, red dots indicate the location of
scan positions

(a)

Australian plots are part of the CSIRO Rainforest Permanent Plots of

(b)

2.3 | Laser scanning

North Queensland (Graham, 2006).

2.3.1 | Scanner and branch setup
2.2 | Branch harvesting and processing

A RIEGL VZ-4 00 terrestrial laser scanner (RIEGL Laser Measurement
Systems GmbH) was used for all scans. In all, 1–6 branches (depend-

Trees were selected using the protocol described by Shenkin,

ent on branch size) were arranged in a group, orientated so that they

Bentley, et al. (2020) where species that contributed maximally

would not touch each other or the ground, and scanned simultane-

to plot basal area were selected (up to 80%), then for each identi-

ously (Figure 1). Branches were secured in the end of metal tubing

fied species three to five individuals were sampled. The aim was

and placed in buckets of sand to minimise movement. Fiducial mark-

to collect a minimum of two branches per tree: a branch from the

ers (akin to QR codes) were placed on the floor to allow identifica-

sunlit part of the canopy and another from a shaded region (imme-

tion of each branch in post-processing (Wilkes, 2021). The markers

diately below the sunlit canopy). Branches were harvested using

include a pattern of four retroreflective stickers (10 mm ∅) which

a variety of techniques dependent on forest type and personnel

were used to co-register scans.

(Table 1). The size of harvested branches was determined by the

Between four and six scan positions (collectively known as a proj-

harvesting method and the size of the tree. Ideally branches had

ect), located around the branches (Figure 1b), were used to capture

a length of >1 m and included >2 branch furcations. Harvested

each set of branches. At each position, a single scan was performed

branches were stripped of all leaves, flowers and fruits before

where the scanner rotation axis was approximately perpendicular

measurement.

to the ground plane. A 100 × 80 field of view was captured at an
◦

◦
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branch point cloud and 𝜖 is to be filtered. There are a number of

laser pulses were fired. The VZ-4 00 beam has an exit diameter of

sources of 𝜖, for example, neighbouring objects that were not cor-

0.007 m and a beam divergence of 0.35 mrad; branches were at a

rectly clipped, that may have to be rectified manually. Two sources

maximum distance of 5 m from the scanner, and at this distance max-

of 𝜖 that required an analytical approach to filter were:

imum cross-sectional beam diameter is ∼0.01 m.

Source 1 errors were filtered using the ‘deviation’ field so that

The scanning area needed to be large enough to allow easy

∀ p ∈ ℬ � : pd ≤ 10. Deviation, a unitless metric, compares the area

movement around the branches and minimum distance between the

under the curve of the reflected pulse with that of the expected

scanner and target (for the RIEGL VZ-4 00, this is 0.5 m). It should

system response (RIEGL Laser Measurement Systems GmbH, 2012).

be noted, owing to the restricted scanning field of view, large or

Low values of pd indicate that the reflected pulse shape is similar

featureless areas required additional ‘features’ (e.g. furniture in the

to the system pulse, larger pd values can be caused by ranging er-

scanning field of view) to assist with registration. Initially, scanning

rors, for example, where two or more surfaces in the path of the

was performed outside but it became clear that branch tips would

laser pulse are insufficiently separated in space, or by a high inci-

oscillate even with very low wind speeds; therefore, scanning was

dence angle (Abegg et al., 2020; RIEGL Laser Measurement Systems

moved to an indoor space.

GmbH, 2012).
Source 2 errors are caused when the beam footprint intersects
a surface but the beam centroid does not. If reflected amplitude is

2.3.2 | Co-registration of scan projects

large enough, a return will be registered where the centroid of the
point is not on the surface of the intercepting object. This can lead

Co-registration of scans in a project is a two-step process (coarse-

to branch radius inflation or topological errors if these points are

 and fine-registration) that produces a 4 × 4 roto-transformation

included in reconstruction (see Section 2.4.2), and it is therefore

matrix for each scan position. When applied, a scan is rotated into

necessary to filter these points.

a common, arbitrary coordinate system (nominally referenced to

To determine whether the centroid of an outgoing laser pulse

the first scan position). Co-registration of a project was done using

intercepts a branch, a simple physical model was developed. The

RiSCAN Pro (version 2.5.1; RIEGL Laser Measurement Systems

model is convolution of a laser footprint F and a cross-section of a

GmbH). Coarse registration was achieved using the retro-reflective

branch G. A laser footprint can be defined as a Gaussian F ∗

stickers on the corners of the fiducial markers. Fine registration
was computed using RiSCAN Pro’s Multi-Station Adjustment (MSA)

2
2
1
F ∗ (x) = √ e−(x−𝜇) ∕2𝜎 ,
𝜎 2𝜋

method (RIEGL Laser Measurement Systems GmbH, 2019). MSA fits

(1)

a set of planes to a point cloud by iteratively voxelising the point
cloud, with each iteration voxel edge length decreases until plane fit

where 𝜇 is the centroid of the footprint and 𝜎 is the standard deviation.

error is below a specified threshold (or no plane is fit if voxel edge

The effective laser footprint cross-sectional area was determined by

of minimum number of point thresholds are exceeded). Here voxel

constraining F ∗ to 1∕e2; therefore, the integral of F is

edge length decreased from 1.024 to 0.064 m, minimum points were
10 and maximum plane error was 0.006 m; this resulted in 7,000–

1∕e2

F(x) =

20,000 planes per scan position. MSA then uses a least square solu-

∫−1∕e2

F ∗ (x)dx.

(2)

tion to iteratively adjust scan position to minimise positional error
between overlapping planes.

The branch model G is represented by a cylinder with axis centred on

Combining all rotated point clouds produces a single point cloud

zero and infinite length. It is approximated from Figure 2 that a branch

𝒫 � = {p0 , …, p|𝒫 � | } where the attributes of each point p are a ver-

is a Lambertian scatter where reflectance decreases with increasing

tex in ℝ3, range corrected relative reflectance 𝜙 (dB) (RIEGL Laser

incidence angle. Therefore, G can be modelled using Lambert’s cosine

Measurement Systems GmbH, 2012), deviation d (−), range R (m) and

law, where reflectance is proportional to the cosine of the incidence

scan position sp. Individual branch point clouds ℬ ′ were identified

angle and the surface normal.

in 𝒫 ′ using the fiducial markers, automatically clipped from 𝒫 ′ and
then visually checked for errors, for example, movement of branches

G( − 𝜋 < x < 𝜋) = cos(x)R,

(3)

between scans.
where R is the radius of the modelled branch.

2.4 | Post-processing

The convolution of F and G is calculated to compute reflectance,
this is then transformed to give 𝜙 in units of dB.

2.4.1 | Filtering points

𝜙 = 10log10 (F × G),

(4)

Terrestrial laser scanning data invariably contain points that are

where F and G do not overlap 𝜙 = − and 𝜙 → 0 when F𝜇 = 0

erroneous or is not required, that is, ℬ � = ℬ + 𝜖 where ℬ is the

(Figure 3).
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F I G U R E 2 Point reflectance for a
branch cross-section. (a) a cross-section
of a branch section where points are
coloured by scan position (SP 1–5) or if
they are filtered (grey), (b) point clouds
coloured by reflectance (grey points
were filtered) where points clouds have
been rotated towards the scanner (grey
dashed line approximate branch axis)
and (c) mean reflectance as a function of
surface normal (coloured by scan position;
see panel (a)) where normals have been
calculated from a local neighbourhood of
points, also include is curve representing
Lambert’s Cosine Law

FIGURE 3

Examples of modelled reflectance with different size branches and footprint locations

Using the model, expected minimum reflectance E[𝜙min ] as a

to form a cylinder (see Section 2.4.2); therefore, E[𝜙min ] was mul-

function of observed maximum reflectance 𝜙max was computed

tiplied by a factor of 0.8. As an example, if 𝜙max = − 10 dB, then

(Figure 4). A third-order polynomial was used to model E[𝜙min ] /

E[𝜙min ] = − 11.04 dB; therefore, ∀ pi ∈ ℬ � : p𝜙 > − 11.04 dB.

𝜙max as function of 𝜙max (Figure 4b). Particularly towards the ends

As surface scattering characteristics are likely to differ along

of branches, too few points may remain after filtering p𝜎 > E[𝜙min ]

a branch, ℬ ′ is first voxelised with a voxel length of 0.01 m.

2492
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2.4.2 | Quantitative structure models
Methods to parameterise unordered points include fitting a plane
to or enclosing points in a geometric primitive (e.g. a cylinder), this
allows computation of a surface normal or volume, respectively
(Disney et al., 2018). In the case of tree point clouds, methods have
been developed to segment 𝒫 into a set of spatially separate clusters
𝒞 = {ci , …, cN }, where N is the number of clusters; each ci are then
enclosed with a cylinder. A graph can then be constructed from 𝒞
to connect all cylinders into a topologically coherent network. The
cylinder representation and topology are more commonly known as
a Quantitative Structure Model or QSM. QSMs allow the grouping
of cylinders into internodes, that is, lengths of branch between two
furcations, determination of internode parent–child relationships,
estimation of path length and many other attributes (Raumonen
et al., 2013).
The treegraph software (Boni Vicari & Wilkes, 2021) was used to
generate QSMs for each branch to parameterise ℬ. treegraph was
chosen as it explicitly identifies internodes when generating a graph
(Figure 5). Branches are identified as the longest path between a furcation and a tip and internodes are determined by identifying furcations through the network (Figure 5c). A taper function, similar to
that applied in TreeQSM (Åkerblom, 2017), was applied to smooth
variations in cylinder radius caused by residual point cloud noise.
Where possible, branch tip widths were measured (see Section 2.5)
and used to weight the polynomial functions that constrain cylinder
radius; where this was not possible, tip width was determined by an
unweighted taper function.

2.5 | Manual measurement of branches
To compare QSM modelled branch morphology and topology, a subset of branches (Table 1) were measured manually with a measuring
tape and callipers (Bentley et al., 2013). For each branch, starting

F I G U R E 4 Modelled reflectance for a laser footprint with
0.01 m ∅ at ∼6 m from a branch with diameter ranging from
0.001 to 0.02 m, (a) modelled 𝜙max and E[𝜙min ] reflectance and (b)
polynomial model fit to E[𝜙min ]∕𝜙max

from the base (the point at which the branch was harvested), the
length to the first node and distal radius was measured. Distal radius measurements were done with digital callipers where major
and minor axes were measured at the base and below the furcation

Furthermore, as different scan positions have a different viewing

point. The internode was labelled and measurement moved onto the

geometry of a certain voxel, 𝜙max and E[𝜙min ] are calculated for each

daughter internodes, this continued until all internodes had been

scan position sp for each voxel v.

measured; whether an internode was a tip (or broken) was also recorded. Parent–daughter internode connections were recorded to

�
𝜙max (v, sp) = maxp∈ℬv,sp
p𝜙 .

(5)

allow for a connected graph to be generated, analogous to a QSM.
See Appendix S2 for more details on manual measurements.

Finally, a nearest neighbour analysis was conducted to remove spatial outliers which were generally artefacts from filtering processes
described above. Mean Euclidean distance to the 10 closest neigh-

2.6 | Number of branches scanned and measured

bouring points pN was computed. Points where pN > ℬN𝜇 + ℬN𝜎
were filtered where ℬN𝜇 and ℬN𝜎 are population mean and standard

A total of 595 branches were scanned of which 15 were discarded

deviation distances, respectively. Examples of ℬ ′ and ℬ are presented

from further analysis owing to data quality issues, for example, a

in Figure 5.

branch moving between scans. The full architecture of 99 branches
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F I G U R E 5 Examples of (a) an
unfiltered branch point cloud (ℬ ′), (b) a
filtered branch point cloud (ℬ) and (c)
the resulting QSM. Points are coloured
by reflectance in (a). In (b), points are
coloured by unique cluster 𝒞, large points
are cluster centroids that act as the start
and end points of cylinders and arrows are
the axis of the QSM cylinders determined
by a graph where their direction is
towards the base of the branch. The QSM
in (c) is coloured by unique internode

were measured manually, 81 of which were scanned (16 branches

techniques were less successful leading to fewer (often larger)

had transcription errors which allowed for only partial comparison).

branches. Preparing branches for measurement, for example, re-

A subset of tips (≤5 tips) of an additional 276 branches were also

moving leaves, can also be time-consuming; however, this can be

measured with callipers of which 266 were scanned. Example point

combined with complementary leaf trait analysis.

clouds, QSM and reconstructions from manual measurements are
illustrated in Figure 6.

Scanning branches was a far quicker process than manual measurement. Typically, 3–6 branches could be set-up and scanned in
<30 min (10 min to set-up and 20 min to scan), whereas manual mea-

3 | R E S U LT S A N D D I S CU S S I O N

surement required a two-person team per branch and a single branch
may have taken >1 day to measure, that is, scan time is independent
of branch size, whereas time to manually measure full architecture

Presented here is a method to reconstruct branch morphology

is not. Registering ∼200 projects in RiScan Pro was time-consuming;

and topology of harvested branches using a TLS-based workflow.

however, once this was semi-automated (using the fiducial marker

Capturing this information across a single harvested tree, a single

reflective dots as tie points) projects could be registered in ∼15 min.

species across a plot or pan-tropically, for example, will allow for

We recommend that a subsample of tip widths (N ≈ 5) is mea-

a greater understanding of branch architecture, for example, de-

sured with callipers to constrain the QSM taper function. This addi-

scribing the major axes of architecture variation (Shenkin, Wilkes,

tional step improves the morphological representation of branches

et al., 2020). The workflow has been designed to give the best pos-

and leads to smaller errors in volume and surface area estimates

sible reconstruction of woody branch architecture, hence the re-

(Figures 7 and 8).

quirement to remove leaves and scan in controlled environments.
Therefore, the results (e.g. accuracy of reconstruction) may not
be directly transferable to in-situ scanning of branches; however,

3.2 | Post-processing of point clouds

scanning branches pre- and post-harvest or scanning harvested
branches leaf-on and -off may provide a reference for in-situ
reconstruction.

Filtering ℬ ′, as described in Section 2.4.1, removed ∼ 64 % ± 10 %
of points, where mean | ℬ | was ∼210,000 points. Fitting QSMs to

ℬ ′ without specifying tip width in the taper function significantly

3.1 | Harvesting, scanning and manual measurement

increases branch volume (bias = 171%) when compared to ℬ with
measured tip widths constraining the taper function (Figure 7a).
Branch volume decreases when applying either filtering or tip-

Harvesting of branches is a laborious process requiring either large

width correction; however, volumes are still larger than their fully

infrastructure or skilled personnel. Branch harvesting technique

processed counterparts where bias is 83% and 13%, respectively

differed between location (Table 1) where climbers and the canopy

(Figure 7b,c). QSMs fitted to ℬ ′ without specifying tip width de-

crane resulted in the highest success rate while also allowing access

creases the number of internodes detected (bias = 1.8 internodes),

to sunlit branches even in very tall trees (>60 m). Ground-based

particularly for shorter branches. As expected, specifying tip width

2494
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F I G U R E 6 Examples of scanned branches where points are coloured by reflectance (left), computed quantitative structure models (QSM)
(centre) and graphs derived from manual measurements (right)

has no impact on QSM topology derived from ℬ ′ (Figure 7f). QSMs

Computation of an accurate QSM requires a ‘clean’ underlying

derived without a constrained taper function produces tend to over-

point cloud, sources of error that may precluded this are; scanner

estimate smaller tip widths by 2–5 mm and underestimate tip width

precision and accuracy (0.003 and 0.005 m, respectively; RIEGL

>3 mm (Figure 7g,i). There is an apparent good agreement between

Laser Measurement Systems GmbH, 2017), co-registration errors,

manually measured and QSM metrics derived from ℬ (cf. Figure 8)

to few points with which to construct a cylinder and noise, for

suggesting that filtering and a constrained taper correction are nec-

example, edge points where p𝜙 > E[𝜙min]. Even if a ‘clean’ point

essary post-processing steps.

cloud is achieved, a number of external factors can lead to a poor

The model developed in Section 2.4.1 estimates branch diameter

QSM, for example the interior of highly ramified branches can-

from 𝜙max where predicted and observed 𝜙max follow a similar trend

not be resolved owing to occlusion. Other sources of error that

of decreasing 𝜙max with decreasing branch radii (see Appendix S1).

were not considered include ranging errors caused by waveform

Observed 𝜙max is lower than the reflectance model would predict

decomposition. Using an alternative decomposition function

indicating that the branch surface is more attenuating of the laser

from a Gaussian (as onborad the RIEGL VZ-4 00), for example,

pulse than predicted.

skewed Gaussian (Zhu et al., 2018), may have yielded improved

WILKES et al.
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F I G U R E 7 A comparison of QSM morphological (volume a–c and tip width g–i) and topological metrics (N internodes d–e) derived from
unfiltered point clouds and without specifying tip width in the taper correction (left), unfiltered with a specified tip width (middle) and
filtered point clouds without specifying tip width (right). All are compared to QSMs derived from filtered point clouds where tip width has
been specified in the taper correction
results. However, full waveform data were not collected for this

of 1.3% and RMSE of 10% when compared to manually measured

experiment.

branches (Figure 8a); an inability to reconstruct to the very tip may lead
to a slight underestimate (Figure 8f). Regarding topology, TLS methods

3.3 | Branch architecture comparison

tend to overestimate the number of tips (bias = 0.03 tips, Figure 8d),
particularly for smaller branches, but underestimate the number of internodes (bias = − 4.1 internodes, Figure 8f) due to the inability to re-

TLS-derived QSMs can characterise branch morphology and recon-

solve more ramified branching structures. Surface area (RMSE = 26%,

struct topology accurately (Figures 6 and 8). Reconstructed total

bias = 9.9%, Figure 8c) and volume (RMSE = 43%, bias = 11.4%,

branch length is the most accurately reconstructed metric with a bias

Figure 8b) are overestimated by TLS methods owing to a tendency to
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F I G U R E 8 A comparison of terrestrial laser scanning (TLS)-derived and manually measured metrics of branch morphology and topology
where panel (a) compares total branch length (b) total branch volume (c) total surface area (d) number (N) of branch tips (e) number of
internodes and (f) mean length of terminal internode. Values in brackets are percentage RMSD and bias. The dashed line in each panel is a
linear regression

overestimate branch radius even after taper correction. Inflation of

radius may have implications for whole tree volume and surface area

radius towards the ends of the branches leads to a disproportionate

estimates that are yet to be fully considered and should be investi-

overestimation in total volume, this is due to a compounding effect of

gated further.

many smaller internodes; radius inflation towards the base does not
generally lead to an overestimation of total volume (Figure 9).
Although a concerted effort was made to remove noise from

A comparison radius and length scaling exponents generated
from TLS and manual measurements are presented in Figure 10
(see Appendix S2 for methods used to calculate exponents). Both

the branch point clouds, over inflation of branch radius was still

manually measured and TLS-derived radius exponents tended to

prevalent. Taper functions can reduce overestimation, particularly

be slightly greater than theoretical predictions, for example, West

towards branch tip; however, these are often data driven or re-

et al. (1999), whereas length exponents were less than predicted

quire additional manual measurements (such as manual tip width

values. Similar results were presented by Bentley et al. (2013) and

measurements used here). More sophisticated taper functions with

Lau et al. (2019) for branch level exponents measured across whole

a physiological basis could improve volume and surface area esti-

trees. Branches with a greater number of internodes (larger circles

mates. Use of a cylinder as a geometric primitive may also not be

in Figure 10) tend towards the WBE scaling exponent value. Both

most suitable candidate (although see Åkerblom et al., 2017). The

TLS modelled and manually measured median length scaling expo-

mean ratio between major and minor axes as measured with calli-

nents are <0 suggesting that, for the majority of branches, inter-

pers was 0.9, suggesting an elliptical primitive is more suitable. Using

node length increases towards branch tips. For branches with fewer

only the major axis when calculating volume results in a 6% over-

internodes (smaller circles in Figure 10b), this could be caused by

estimation of manually measured volume, compared to using major

harvesting points not being located at a furcation.

and minor axes. Furthermore, cylinder fitting to a point cloud cluster

It should be noted that metrics presented here were for com-

(i.e. c ∈ C) is naive in that a cylinder is fit to all points without regard

parison with manual measurements, that is, the suite of metrics

for scan position (distance and viewing geometry) or a point quality

were constrained by what could be measured manually in a reason-

weighting. A more intuitive cylinder fitting method may consider fit-

able time. For example, branching angle can be obtained by man-

ting iteratively to points from sequential scan positions or weighting

ual measurement but doing so would add a significant time burden;

points by an estimate of point quality. Artificial inflation of branch

conversely, branch angle can be computed routinely with a TLS
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F I G U R E 9 Analysis of radius measurements (top row), radius residuals (row 2), volume residual (row 3), cumulative volume (row 4)
and internode frequency (bottom row) as a function of position along a branch. Five branches are shown where total branch volume is
overestimated to underestimated (l − r) by terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) methods

workflow. A much larger suite of potential metrics could be gener-

modifications. Phase shift laser scanners tend to have a smaller

ated from 3D measurement, examples include enclosing branches

beam divergence (Abegg et al., 2020); however, they are often sin-

in alpha shapes which could then be used to explore space-filling

gle return which may preclude scanning multiple branches at once.

theories related to branch length and leaf size (cf. Corners’ Rule).

Other sensor methods may also become viable as technology im-

Additionally, branch models could have further uses, for example in

proves (e.g. miniaturisation and ruggedness), in particular hand-held

radiative transfer modelling to better characterise branch architec-

SfM and structured light systems where resolution is only limited by

ture when simulating forest scenes (Calders et al., 2018).

pixel size (Reichert et al., 2016; Wilkes et al., 2020).

3.4 | Other scanning methods

4 | CO N C LU S I O N S

Although the scanner used here was a high specification time-of-

This paper presents a workflow to rapidly characterise the archi-

flight instrument, we suggest that the scanning and processing

tecture (topology and morphology) of harvested branches using a

workflows are applicable to other TLS systems with only minor

TLS-based workflow. This involves branches being harvested and
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F I G U R E 1 0 Mean branch-wise WBE scaling exponents calculated from terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) modelled and manual
measurements for (a) radius and (b) length. Scatterplots compare values from manual and TLS measurements. Solid lines in subplots are
branches that have been both scanned and manually measured, dashed lines represent all measured branches
stripped of leaves, scanned with TLS, post-processed to remove

Biodiversity Center, Chief Minister’s Department Office of Internal

noise and finally parameterised with QSM methods. Post-processing

Affairs & Research, Land & Survey Department, Sabah Forestry

requires a new dynamic reflectance filter to remove noise associated

Department, the Maliau Basin and Danum Valley Management

with partial interception of the laser footprint; such filtering may

Committees, Forest Research Center (Sabah), Putri Ayu Asri, Suraya

have application in whole tree TLS scanning and warrants further

Afriyani Bahar, Sitti Mujur Channing Usman Duri, Dava Shini,

investigation. Metrics derived from scanned and modelled branches

Mohmmad fauzi, Subattyi ibang, Masdi Bin Asri, Fredino John, Almius

were correlated with manually measured analogues, demonstrating

Jupri, Jamiluddin Jami, Andy Burt, Lucas Cernusak, Alex Cheesman,

the method was successful in characterising branch architecture.

Ana Palma, Lain Pardo, Michele Schiffer, Andrew Thompson and the

Noise in point clouds towards branch tips caused an overestimation

Daintree Rainforest Observatory, Matt Bradford and CSIRO Atherton,

in tip width when compared to manual measurements. Constraining

the Jabalbina Yalanji Aboriginal Corporation, the Kuku Yalanji

tip width in the QSM taper function with manual measurements im-

Traditional Owners, Ben Hur Marimon, Beatriz Marimon, Wesley

proves the accuracy of morphological metrics. The suite of metrics

Jonatar and Universidade do Estado de Mato Grosso (UNEMAT).

used for comparison were limited by what could be manually measured; although not investigated here, new 3D measurements and
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